Setting up Pro Tools to Screenshare Successfully with Zoom
By; Chad Bernhard, Newmark Graduate School of Journalism

Avid Pro Tools doesn’t like to share its resources with other programs and as a result, it can be difficult
to get Pro Tools to play friendly with some applications like Zoom. Fortunately Zoom provides an audio driver
that will work with Pro Tools but not without some consideration. The largest being that the Zoom Audio
driver will only function at a sample rate of 48khz. This being the case, any Pro Tools session being shared over
Zoom has to be set to 48khz. Pre-existing Pro Tools sessions can be converted to this new sample rate easy
enough.
STEP 01: CONVERTING A PRE-EXISTING PRO TOOLS SESSION TO 48khz
(if you have a session already set to 48khz, skip to step 2)

1) Open the Pro Tools session you would like to convert.
2) Choose “File/Save Copy In…” (Figure 1)
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3) In this window, make sure the Audio File Type is set to “BWF (.WAV)”, Sample Rate is set to “48khz”,
Bit Depth is set to “16bit” (at a minimum), and under Items to Copy make sure that the “Audio Files”
box is checked. Click OK. See Figure 2.
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4) In the dialog box that pops up, the default name of the new session you are saving will be the same as
the existing name of your project with the words “Copy of” amended to the front (Figure 3). It would
be good practice, at this point, to be more specific with your name. Instead of “Copy of”, you could add
“48khz-Zoom”(Figure 4).
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5) That’s it! This is now a Pro Tools session that is Zoom friendly.
6) Now we have to setup Zoom and Pro Tools. Proceed to step 2!

STEP 2: Configuring Zoom and Pro Tools
1) Open the project we just converted in the Step 1 process above or any Pro Tools session set to 48khz.
2) Open the Zoom application.
3) Once Zoom is open, click on the “Share Screen” button along the bottom of the app window (Figure 5).
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4) In the window that opens, click on the screen shot representing Pro Tools, make sure that the box
labeled “Share computer sound” on the bottom left is checked, and click on the “Share” button in the
bottom left hand corner. See Figure 6.
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5) Once you click the “Share” button, Zoom will prompt you for permission to install the “Zoom audio
device”. Enter the login info for your computer to allow the installation. Click on “OK” (Figure 7).
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6) This part is a little tricky and might cause some havoc. Both Zoom and Pro Tools are going to be a little
unhappy for a brief period of time. Pro Tools will show you the following error and/or just crash on its
own. That’s OK. If you see the following dialog box, just click on “Quit” and Pro Tools will turn itself off.
See Figure 8. (Note: If Pro Tools crashes and becomes unresponsive, from the Apple logo menu on the
top left-hand side of your screen choose “Force Quit…”, select Pro Tools and click on the button labelled
“Force Quit”. There may be no need for this step at all.)
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7) At the very same time, Zoom is going to have an error as well. Just click on “OK” (Figure 9) and then
close Zoom from the Zoom menu bar. “zoom.us/Quit Zoom”.
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8) Open Pro Tools again and open your 48khz session (again). Click on “Setup” in the menu bar and
choose “Playback Engine” (Figure 10).
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9) In the drop box labelled “Playback Engine” you will probably see the words, “Pro Tools Aggregate
I/O”. Click on that box and choose “ZoomAudioDevice”. Click on “OK” (See Figure 11).
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10) Pro Tools will notify you that it needs to re-start. See Figure 12. Click on “Yes”.
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11) Now click on “OK” (Figure 13)
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12) When Pro Tools re-opens you may see a prompt saying, “Some inputs are missing.” and the question,
“Would you like to save a detailed report?”. Click on “NO” (Figure 14).
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13) Pro Tools is now using the “ZoomAudioEngine”. OPTIONAL STEP: If you’d like to verify this, just click on
“Setup/Playback Engine…” from the menu bar and you should see the following screen. To leave this
screen just click on “OK”. See Figure 15.
NOTE: YOU WILL NOT HEAR ANY AUDIO FROM PRO TOOLS DIRECTLY FROM THIS POINT FORWARD.
You will only be able to hear Pro Tools THROUGH Zoom while screensharing. To reset Pro Tools to its
NORMAL behavior, repeat steps 8-12 and choose “Pro Tools Aggregate I/O” instead of
“ZoomAudioDriver”.
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14) Open the Zoom app. Once Zoom is open, click on the “Share Screen” button along the bottom of the
app window (Figure 16).
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Cont. on next page…

15) In the window that opens, click on the screen shot representing Pro Tools, make sure that the box
labeled “Share computer sound” on the bottom left is checked, and click on the “Share” button in the
bottom left hand corner. See Figure 17.
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16) Zoom is now sharing Pro Tools successfully. In the shared Pro Tools screen, you will now be able to
hear what Pro Tools is playing. You will also see a Green and Red bar along the top of the program
confirming a successful screenshare. To stop sharing just click on “Stop Share” (Figure 18).
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17) That’s it. The initial setup is only a hassle once. To go back and forth between “screen sharing mode”
and “normal Pro Tools” operation just repeat steps 8-12 while picking the correct “Playback Engine”
for your needs.

If you need any assistance with anything audio related always feel free to come by the radio studio
or email me for help at chad.bernhard@journalism.cuny.edu

